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Warnings from climate scientists

Source

Emission cuts now

https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/


Warnings from climate scientists

Source

Emission cuts 2025

https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/
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Industry, aviation, shipping

• Reduce iron ore with either biomass or hydrogen instead of 
coal

• Drop-in fuel for aviation, shipping
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Terrible mismanagement

• The role of trees in regulating natural cycles (e.g. cooling areas, retaining 
topsoil, influencing rainfall) has been ignored 

• Australian deforestation is comparable to Amazon, Borneo, Congo

• Tension between biomass / wildlife / negative emissions / jobs

Before and after August 2017
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• In 2009: “The historical clearing of approximately 15% of the continent 
for agriculture is likely to have contributed to a hotter and drier climate 
and exacerbated the effect of the El Nin ̃o by increasing the severity of 
droughts, especially in south-east Australia.”

Things are even worse now
(imagine how bad an El Nino would be)

Annual woody vegetation clearing in NSW

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/ng-interactive/2019/oct/17/stripped-bare-australias-hidden-climate-crisis
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1365-2486.2009.01939.x
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All agricultural land is in use

Purple + pink = conserved

An expanded biomass 
industry means less land 

for food agriculture
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What sources have been explored
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But is it sustainable? 
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Depends on:

• Volume

• Could it impact food supply –
contributing to famine

elsewhere?

• Will it impact flora + fauna?

• Could it be otherwise used to 
drawdown emissions?

• Will it  result in net emissions?

• Regional conditions

• Does the crop provide other 
benefits?

• How will climate change 
impact the crop?

• Better to have multiple 
feedstocks for processing

?

?

?

?

?
?

?

?
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Depend on climate dependent crop to fix climate change?

• Production is weather + climate dependent

• Droughts, drying out etc. increase likelihood that forests will 
burn

• Mallee eucalypts are very combustible

• Risky to depend on a flammable crop in a flammable 
environment

Stubble potentially available for harvest in Australia

Crawford 2016
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Biomass for liquid fuel

In Australia, we estimate ~ 8,000 ML* jet fuel p.a.

• From sustainable proportion of municipal waste, bagasse, wood 
residue, urban wood waste, some mallee crop plantations around 
cropping fields (provide many benefits)

• NO food grains, pulp logs, other energy crops

• Biomass also needed for chemical feedstocks etc.

• *(Not including losses (transmission, manufacturing, distribution), 
production of aromatics)

i.e. Not enough to cover current aviation and shipping (and demand for 
both is unrealistically expected to boom)
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Biomass for iron ore

In Australia, we estimate ~ 56 Mt carbon

• Biomass proportion of carbon dependent upon crop

• But again – we need carbon for chemical feedstocks!

Mousa 2016



Electric alternative for 2017-18

• Australian aviation  =  346 PJ & shipping = 50 PJ

• Minimum* electricity 141 TWh                  20 TWh

• Much better to replace most domestic aviation (50 TWh) 
with high speed rail

• *(Not including losses (transmission, manufacturing, distribution), production of 
aromatics)

• BZE estimates Eastern coast HSR = 2.2 TWh p.a.
– This would cover 45% of regional travel
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Electric alternative for 2017-18

• Australian iron ore 800 Mt

• Australian iron 174 Mt

• Total electricity for steel 1000 TWh

• Maximum required carbon 3.7 Mt
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Demand reduction

• IPCC estimates impact of aviation 2-4 times GHG 
emissions due to radiative forcing
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• Biomass demand and production must be 
carefully regulated

• There is not sufficient biomass for BAU demand 
for all sectors

Conclusions

re100.eng.anu.edu.au

• Ideally, we need 
demand 
reduction


